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We have decided that during the year each class will have their own space on the Hayfield Herald
to share something that they have been doing in class. This will continue next year when we
have more classes too. This week it is Squirrel’s turn.
Squirrels had a fantastic end to their unit on capacity last Friday. A message from Professor
Whizzbang set them a challenge to measure out and create some of the top secret potions he
needed for his students to practise with. If they measured the ingredients incorrectly, the
potions would not work! The Squirrels worked hard within small groups to ensure that they used
litres and millilitres accurately. All of the children enjoyed putting their new skills to the test.

Miss Priestley

Assistant Head Teacher

On Monday we had a fantastic treat in assembly, parents were invited and
we were joined by Jupiter Jules from Mad Science. The children took part
in a range of demonstrations that showcased the amazing and fun
approach to Science that Mad Science offers. They saw how airflow causes
lift, found out about friction and then saw it in action with a Mad Science
hovercraft which Freddie and Brianna got to ride on, and then Mrs Bruce
(Jessica's Mum!) had a go too. It was a brilliant morning and we are
looking forward to Mad Science coming back in September when they will
be running an after school club. Photos from the assembly are on our blog.

Notices
Sports Day – For Sports Day please send the children into school in their school uniform as usual. They will be getting changed in
school before it starts.
Spare Clothes – As the children are growing and you may be replacing clothes for next year Reception would be very interested
in any donations of old, clean clothes you may not need anymore. They are looking for trousers, tights and pants that they can
keep as spares for when children have accidents or get very messy! Thank you.
Film Club – Squirrel Class Thursday 7th July – ICE AGE 4 Continental Drift. Finish time 4:45pm

